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                    Abstract
Pictorial free perception reports are sequences in comics or film of one unit that depicts an agent who is looking, and a following unit that depicts what they see. This paper proposes an analysis in possible worlds semantics and event semantics of such sequences. Free perception sequences are implicitly anaphoric, since the interpretation of the second unit refers to the agent depicted in the first. They are argued to be possibly non-extensional, because they can depict hallucination or mis-perception. The semantics proposed here employs an account of anaphora using discourse referents, a formalized possible worlds semantics for pictorial narratives, and, to model the epistemic consequences of perceptual events, the event alternative construction from dynamic epistemic logic. In intensional examples, the second unit depicting what is seen is analyzed as embedded. It is argued that a semantics for embedding where the attitudinal state of the depicted agent is required to entail the semantic content of the picture attributes too much information to the agent. This is addressed with a model of normal looking, and a semantics for the embedding construction that uses existential quantification over alternatives, rather than universal quantification.
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                    Notes
	Branigan (1984) describes a sequence of two shots A and B as follows. 
	Shot A:
	Point/Glance
	 
	 	1. Point:
	establishment of a point in space.

	 	2. Glance:
	establishment of an object, usually off-camera, by

	 	 	glance from the point.

	Between Shots A and B:

	 	3. Transition:
	temporal continuity or simultaneity.

	Shot A:
	Point/Object
	 
	 	4. From Point:
	the camera locates at the point, or very close to the

	 	 	point, in space defined by element one above.

	 	5. From Point:
	the object of element two above is revealed

	Shots A and B:

	 	6. Character:
	the space and time of elements one through five are

	 	 	justified by – referred to – the presence and normal

	 	 	awareness of a subject.





Depending on the interpretation of “glance” and item 6, this potentially allows for sequences where the viewing character is not depicted in Shot A.


	(3a) is from a report by Larry Gross in CityBeat (Gross, 2006). (3b) is from the story “Ghosts” by Hart (2014). (3c) is from Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers, as quoted by Brinton (Lawrence, 1913). (3d) is from Brinton (1980).


	As pointed out by an L &P reviewer, (3a,b) are parts of first-person narratives, and thus potentially have special properties related to the narrator and the pragmatic status of the narrative as a whole. While this is true, the examples have the same interpretation implying perception when they are transposed to third person.
[image: figure c]






	The linguistic parallels are important in Sect. 4, where we show that our initial analysis of intensional pictorial free perception from Sect. 3 wrongly delivers results parallel to the tensed (4b).


	While this paper aims at being self-contained, the handbook article Abusch (2020) has motivational examples and more detailed explanation of the dynamic and possible worlds frameworks. Greenberg (2011) introduces and motivates the possible worlds analysis of pictorial contents. Readers who wish to see general introductions to the semantic framework should refer to these.


	This is a tripartite logical form like the ones discussed with various applications in Lewis (1975), Kratzer (1978), and Heim (1982).


	Nothing much hinges on this choice, but we do think that Dekker’s version is the most elegant formulation of dynamic semantics, and follow it for that reason, in addition to notational simplicity.


	In the place of points, one can use areas in the picture or bounding boxes for the introduction of discourse referents. See Abusch (2013, 2020) for some discussion. In machine vision research, bounding boxes are used as proxies for depicted individuals, in effect introducing discourse referents (Liu et al., 2020). Abusch (2013) introduced geometric discourse referents for depicted individuals in comics, and the scheme for anaphora using formal equalities in the LF. It uses areas in a picture rather than points to introduce drefs.


	While the recency convention is a convention, it is one which is intertwined with the semantics of formulas of PLA, and of formulas such as (6), which is defined in a way that the recency convention is observed (Dekker, 1994, 2012; Abusch, 2020). Bittner (2001) proposed re-configuring recency into a model of salience or centering, which is also applied in compositional semantics. For instance, in her analysis, “topic chains” in Mandarin keep constant a dref referenced with the index 1, or in her notation the term \(\top _1\). Centering is potentially relevant for pictorial narratives, since a depicted individual can be more or less salient. This is not incorporated in the formal model used here. Thanks to an L &P reviewer for pointing out the relevance of salience of discourse referents in pictorial materials.


	Viewpoint-centered semantic values are analogous to the agent-centered semantic values in Lewis’s de se analysis of attitudes (Lewis, 1979). But the two are distinct, since a world can be depicted from a viewpoint without there being an agent there, and some agents (such as distributed AI systems without any vision apparatus) do not correspond to viewpoints.


	As pointed out by an L &P reviewer, in the Definition (8), the metavariable q for pictures occurs on the right hand side of the equation as well as the left. This differs interestingly from lexical semantic definitions for natural language such as
[image: figure j]




where dog is a relation symbol in the metalanguage, and chien does not occur on the right hand side. On both sides of (8), q is a picture, which can be constructed e.g. as a function from the discrete \(512 \times 512\) square to grayscale values. The difference between the definitions comes from the fact that the semantic value of pictures is defined substantively or “iconically”, in a way that is sensitive to their geometry.


	The event-sequence models used in Sects. 3–5 are branching-time models. Thomason (1984) describes branching-time models as they are used in linguistic semantics and the philosophy of language.


	See Abusch (2020) for more on this. The satisfaction relation is defined inductively, using clauses stated in natural deduction form, with premises and a conclusion. The defined satisfaction relation is the smallest relation that obeys the clauses.


	This combines random selection of a new witness y with a geometric test on y, the viewpoint v, the geometric point a which is a syntactic part of the narrative, and world w. There is no explicit reference to the previous picture, but other parts of the definition ensure that w looks like the last picture in \(\Psi \) from v.


	Rooth and Abusch (2019) apply the same framework to cross-modal indexing. Maier (2019) and Maier and Bimpikou (2019) theorize about speech balloons in comics, and about attitudes such as imagination in comics, using a DRT framework with box syntax. A version of Abusch (2020) circulated in 2015 defined the dynamic framework as applied here.


	This comes about because the point is within the projection of the man.


	Thus we use a constant \(L_1\), rather than formulas like \(L_i\), where i is a natural number. Since we can choose what dref is introduced last, this does not reduce expressiveness. Nevertheless, the “1” in \(L_1\) is a reminder that the agent is the individual picked out with the index 1.


	This is true in example (2) from The Third Man.


	We also use the notation a in later examples, rather than showing the point as a specific ordered pair.


	An L &P reviewer feels that the sequence of images in (14) can attribute seeing the scene in the third image to the man depicted in the first image. We would have to be convinced by examples that this is possible in film and comics. As also pointed out by a reviewer, “the point of view shot can come before the shot that depicts the person looking (i.e. the order of the sequence can be reversed, while still being parsed as a POV connection”, with examples presented in Branigan (1975). In the framework used here, this calls for the syntax q \(\hat{L}\) p a \(1=2\), with \(\hat{L}\) introducing a discourse referent rather than picking one up. We are not confident enough about data in film and literature in film theory to defend a specific proposal. In the methodology pursued here, using a formalized syntax and semantics, the place to state the right empirical generalizations about point of view constructions is in the syntax of pictorial narratives.


	Thanks to Marten van Schijndel for this example.


	There is actually a competing analysis of Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, where the entire movie describes worlds consistent with the perceptions and information of the protagonist, rather than “realistic” base worlds where there are no paisley patterns crawling up the legs of characters. In this competing analysis, the two frames in (17) are in the same conjunctive context, and the passage is an example of extensional free perception. The competing analysis is suggested by the novel version of Fear and Loathing and Loathing in Las Vegas, where a description of hallucination begins with the second sentence of the book (Thompson, 1972).

                   We were somewhere around Barstow on the edge of the desert when the drugs began to take hold. I remember saying something like “I feel a bit lightheaded; maybe you should drive ...” And suddenly there was a terrible roar all around us and the sky was full of what looked like huge bats, all swooping and screeching and diving around the car, which was going about a hundred miles an hour with the top down to Las Vegas.

                

This suggests a reading where most (or all) of the novel and film, including the setup shot in (17), reflect the perception and information of the protagonist. Different versions of this point about Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas are made in Abusch (2022) and Liefke (2022), commenting on Maier (2022).


	Or in a de se semantics, \(R(w,x,w',x')\) means that the centered world [image: ] is an alternative for x in w. We use a non-centered semantics, because a general de se development of event sequence models is non-trivial.


	This uses identification of x across worlds, and so is problematic given Lewis’s argument for agent-centered modeling of epistemic attitudes (Lewis, 1979). The de se version of the definition is \(S(w,x,Q) \equiv \forall w'\forall x'[ R(w,x,w',x') \rightarrow Q(w',V(w',x'))]\), which does not use identification of individuals across worlds.


	This definition is part of the inductive definition of the satisfaction relation.


	Maier and Bimpikou (2019) discuss examples in comics that are intensional, but where the viewpoint is neutral, rather than being the geometric viewpoint of the attitudinal subject. Section 4 gives similar examples from film and video series. This undercuts the argument from (25), because it shows that intensional semantics is consistent with a neutral projection viewpoint.


	This is a constructed collage narrative, with the image of Clark Gable reflected, and a playing card superimposed on the image of Charles Boyer.


	See the axioms governing temporal precedence and temporal overlap among events in Kamp (1979).


	This is really a conjecture, because explaining it in detail requires recasting in these terms an explicit model-theoretic account of events in linguistic semantics, such an intensional version of the event models of Krifka (1989). This is a substantial enterprise. While the event models under discussion here differ from those typically used in linguistic semantics, technical aspects including logic and model theory are well developed. Literature on the topic is largely concerned with model theory and axiom systems for epistemic logic, and planning in artificial intelligence. The monographs Van Ditmarsch et al. (2007) and Reiter (2001) are good entry points. The motivation for using such models here is that they provide a substantive account of the epistemic consequences of looking events.


	And indeed he does so veridically. This has consequences for epistemic propositions, for instance in world \(v_o\), Gable believes that he believes Boyer just held up a moon tarot. This comes from m having just happened in all alternatives to worlds like \(v_1\) and \(v_2\).


	While the area of research is called dynamic epistemic logic, this refers to the dynamics of information of agents, not the dynamics of information in a discourse. The possible worlds models assumed in the current paper are static possible worlds models, where a world at a time is constructed as a sequence of events, and in the standard way epistemic alternative relations are relations between worlds. See Campbell and Rooth (2021) for a computational and algebraic development of this way of constructing multi-agent epistemic possible worlds models.


	This setup can be identified with McCarthy’s situation calculus (McCarthy, 1963; Reiter, 2001). In the situation calculus, a world w in our sense (i.e. a world at a time) is updated with an event e with the operation do to the world [image: ]. w is called a situation and e is called an action. The term fusion product comes from guarded string models (Kozen, 2001).


	In Sect. 4, we argue that this adjustment goes too far, because the epistemic consequences of such events are too strong.


	Or technically, every alternative is of the form \(u \diamond e'\), where u has x facing a scene exactly like \(q_a\). In an idealized model, it can be stipulated that looking does not change the scene.


	\(e'\) is a looking event because it is an alternative to the looking event e. This comes from the model construction rather than the definition.


	In principle it is necessary to guard against wide scope interpretation of the DP [two hundred and eleven locusts], producing a reading that is paraphrased by (i), which doesn’t attribute numerical information to Keisha. Intuitively we don’t get this reading for (42). Readers who do should consult their intuitions about (ii) in place of (42), where there-insertion rules out a wide-scope LF (Heim, 1987).
   (i) Two hundred and eleven locusts are such that Keisha saw them crawling on the outside surface of the glass door.
   (ii) Keisha saw that there were two hundred and eleven locusts on the outside surface of the glass door.


	An ing-complement is also possible, but here the possibility of a DP complement with a post-modifier, rather than a clausal complement, must be controlled for.
(i) Keisha saw two hundred and eleven locusts crawling on the outside surface of the glass door.


	(44) is a version of the Christmas example from Zimmermann (2008).


	Eckardt, rather that postulating implicit embedding, uses non-deterministic semantic interpretation (Eckardt, 2014, p. 75). In the framework used in this paper, the LFs that are compositionally interpreted are disambiguated, so there is no non-deterministic interpretation. We are unsure whether there is any substantial issue between the two styles of analysis. Certainly, readers have the option of interpreting a given passage as FID or not, unless there are disambiguating features. But this applies to any kind of ambiguity. It is relevant that Eckardt in part motivates her analysis with the claim that there are restrictions on multiple embedding of FID, although she cites an example of it that is characterized as being of a restricted form (Eckardt, 2014, pp. 57–58). Relatedly, Cumming et al. (2021) argue that there are restrictions on multiple embedding of point-of-view shots in film. In the analysis developed here, if embedding is a root phenomenon for some operators, that can be stated in the syntax. Constraints can also come from the model. It is impossible for ordinary humans to veridically see what another human is hallucinating.


	By Hinterwimmer’s criteria, (45b) is viewpoint shifting and not FID, because it has the implicit embedding clause in construction with a when-clause, something that is not possible for FID. (45a) is in principle ambiguous, but it has a non-FID-reading of viewpoint shifting or free perception, as evidenced by the possibility of a weaker semantics.


	Bimpikou (2018) and Maier and Bimpikou (2019) are studies of neutral-viewpoint intensional panels in comics, looking at attitudes including imagination and giving many examples. They call neutral-viewpoint intensional panels “blended” panels, echoing one of the accounts in Bimpikou (2018), where information from the base world and information from world alternatives is blended geometrically in one panel. We assume that embedding phenomena are the same or similar in comics and film. On the geometric blending approach, see also Abusch and Rooth (2022).


	The problem of over-informative complements is more compelling for film than for comics, for several reasons. Intensional constructions are common in film, and there is an excellent basis of empirical observation and theory (e.g. Turim, 1989). Second, film shots have far more information than comic panels, and so what has to be entailed in the analysis from Sect. 3 is stronger. Third, the program of possible worlds semantics for pictorial narratives based on geometric projection is more easily applied in film, because normal film shots are geometrically accurate. The question of how to deal with stylized or otherwise non-realistic pictures has not been faced squarely in literature to date on possible worlds semantics for comics.


	See the discussion of The Woman on Trial in Turim (1989), p. 53 in the section Trial Testimony Flashbacks, and in the section Flashbacks Rendering Verbal Narration Visual, p. 49.


	The terminology of embedding is also current in narrative theory and film theory (Nelles, 2002, 2010).


	But alternatively, embedded shots in trial scenes (especially in silent films) can be seen as substituting for sentences spoken by the witnesses. “It is possible to see the use of the flashback in the late silent period as part of the compensation for the lack of sound and as an anticipation of the use of sound. By substituting flashback for a story told verbally, the silent cinema could express complicated dialogue or monologue scenes without resorting to a plethora of wordy titles” (Turim, 1989). This calls for a different LF, with an embedding predicate like say, which however still has a pictorial complement. This would be a clear case of the information in the base world (what the witness said) not entailing the geometric and temporal content of the film shot.


	An L &P reviewer brought up phenomena of non-diegetic sound and absence of blinking in film as counterpoints to over-informative embedded shots. Bordwell (2012) points out that people are seldom depicted as blinking in film, while in reality they blink ten to twenty-five times per minute. Consider a two-minite shot of a character’s face, who is never shown blinking. Stipulate that it is physiologically impossible for a person with open eyes not to blink over a two-minute span. Then on the face of it, the shot is non-naturalistic, because described situations for the shot are inconsistent with human physiology. There is the option of solving the non-naturalism in the syntax-semantics interface, by inserting blinks randomly to obtain naturalistic described situations. Or one could accept that described situations are non-naturalistic. Non-diegetic sound (such as film score) is by definition not mapped from the described situation. But in principle, one could accept that described situations for films with scores include orchestral sounds of no physical origin in the described world, so that described situations are physically non-naturalistic. Or one can solve the non-naturalism in the syntax-semantics interface, by mixing a score into the soundtrack of the film, external to semantic interpretation. Here considerations of normality might be involved in reducing ambiguity. The analysis in this paper addresses the problem of over-informative complements in the syntax-semantics interface. In parallel to that, non-diegetic sound should be addressed in the syntax-semantics interface. For the blinking problem, it isn’t obvious to us whether the “right” solution is in the syntax-semantics interface, or whether non-naturalistic models should be accepted. An issue here is whether the aesthetic consequences of absence of blinking are to be analyzed in terms of semantic values. This would be impossible if blinks have been inserted in the semantic values of shots without blinks.


	The opposite condition is known as aphantasia (Zeman, 2016).


	Participants view a video clip of six people, three in white shirts and three in black shirts, passing basketballs to each other. They are asked to keep a silent count of the number of times an individual in a white shirt makes a pass. In the middle of the clip, an individual in a gorilla suit walks into the center of the scene, thumps their chest, and leaves the scene. Half of the participants who successfully counted passes did not notice the gorilla, as measured in a post-test.


	Thanks to Emar Maier for raising this issue.


	The reason is that the gap between scientifically naturalistic models and typical models from natural language semantics is so wide. For instance, macroscopic individuals are built into the model structure in the latter.


	The only thing that would help with the argument being made here is to postulate that agents as presented in visual narratives do pick up as much information as is recorded in pictures and film shots, and that when they hallucinate, imagine, or remember, their experience is informationally as strong as when they look veridically. See Sect. 6 for some discussion of this option.


	An L &P reviewer brought up the fact that zoom, dolly movement, and depth of field are used in film to convey focalization. While these reduce or modify information in the direction of information picked up by the depicted agent, such shots are still over-informative. Nevertheless there is an implication that the agent focalizes and attends to some parts of the zoomed scene, or some part of the scene that is in focus in the case of shots with limited depth of field. This isn’t treated by the formalization in this paper.


	Abusch (2012) gives examples of ordering sources that capture rule-of-thumb physical theories. Where x is a tree, the following set captures that x normally does not fall, but if it falls, it can (in a normal course of events) fall in any direction other than West. This might support the truth of (i) and (iv), and the falsity of (ii) and (iii).
$$\begin{aligned} \left\{ \begin{array}{l} x \text{ does } \text{ not } \text{ fall }, \\ x \text{ either } \text{ does } \text{ not } \text{ fall, } \text{ or } \text{ falls } \text{ in } \text{ a } \text{ Northerly } \text{ direction }, \\ x \text{ either } \text{ does } \text{ not } \text{ fall, } \text{ or } \text{ falls } \text{ in } \text{ a } \text{ Easterly } \text{ direction }, \\ x \text{ either } \text{ does } \text{ not } \text{ fall, } \text{ or } \text{ falls } \text{ in } \text{ a } \text{ Southerly } \text{ direction } \\ \end{array} \right\} \end{aligned}$$

   (i) If the tree had fallen, it could have fallen in a Southerly direction.
   (ii) If the tree had fallen, it could have fallen in a Westerly direction.
   (iii) If the tree had fallen, it would have fallen in a Northerly direction.
   (iv) If the tree had fallen, it would have fallen in a Northerly, Easterly, or Southerly direction.


	Definition (54) requires normal evolutions to be maximally optimal, in that there are no more optimal competitor events. See Kratzer (1981) for a more complex definition that deals with the possibility of infinite chains of increasingly more optimal worlds, without there being any maximally optimal worlds. This is potentially relevant in models with infinite sets of events.


	The hyphens have a different status in \(h^{m--}\) and \(d_{{\varvec{m}}{-}{-}}\). In \(h^{m--}\) they are part of the notation for a certain event. In \(d_{{\varvec{m}}{-}{-}}\) they are being used as schematic notation for four events, including \(d_{{\varvec{m}}{n}{o}}\) and \(d_{{\varvec{m}}{n}{c}}\).


	While the parts of event symbols such as \(d_{{\varvec{m}}{n}{o}}\) have certain intended interpretations, in the model structure this interpretation is mediated by the preconditions and the event alternatives. Symbols such as \(d_{{\varvec{m}}{n}{o}}\) might as well be atomic.


	This phrasing comes from the fact that correspondence to the scene is stated in the pre-conditions of the event, so that it is \(w_4\) that has to agree with the embedded picture. If event \(d_{{\varvec{m}}{s}{c}}\) does not change the scene, the distinction does not matter.


	Or especially, of film shots. The argument being made here is particularly compelling for film, because their geometric, temporal content (and for sound film, acoustic content) is so strong.


	This is a shorthand which is expanded as any defined world of the form \(u \diamond d_{{m}{\varvec{n}}{o}}\) being such that u looks like the picture from the geometric visual perspective of the agent.


	We guess that the historical record should be modeled in the modal base, and standards of historical interpretation in the ordering source.


	An L &P reviewer brought up a different, intriguing idea. Given that as discussed in Sect. 4, there are a variety of intensional operators in film which in their basic form are not point of view constructions, such as imagination and memory, it could be attractive to split \(S_1\) into an intensional component and a point of view component. Then \(L_1\) or a version of it would be included as the point of view operator, and intensionality would be added by a distinct operator that is also used elsewhere.


	Since replacing a set of world alternatives with a unique “belief world” does not encode the information in a world-alternative relation, world-alternative relations characterizing the epistemic states of agent would be needed too. This makes the point that the extra information is motivated by the narrative, not modeling the epistemic states of agents. A way of conceptualizing this strategy is that it imports into the base world the witness world u in (64) that projects to the embedded picture.


	See Sect. 4 of Abusch and Rooth (2022).


	Thanks to an L &P reviewer from bringing up this connection.


	This was pointed out by an L &P reviewer.
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